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The mission of the Office of Inspector General (OIG), as mandated by Public Law 95-452, as amended, is 
to protect the integrity of the Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) programs, as well as the 
health and welfare of beneficiaries served by those programs.  This statutory mission is carried out 
through a nationwide network of audits, investigations, and inspections conducted by the following 
operating components: 
 
Office of Audit Services 
 
The Office of Audit Services (OAS) provides auditing services for HHS, either by conducting audits with 
its own audit resources or by overseeing audit work done by others.  Audits examine the performance of 
HHS programs and/or its grantees and contractors in carrying out their respective responsibilities and are 
intended to provide independent assessments of HHS programs and operations.  These assessments help 
reduce waste, abuse, and mismanagement and promote economy and efficiency throughout HHS.  
        
Office of Evaluation and Inspections 
 
The Office of Evaluation and Inspections (OEI) conducts national evaluations to provide HHS, Congress, 
and the public with timely, useful, and reliable information on significant issues.  These evaluations focus 
on preventing fraud, waste, or abuse and promoting economy, efficiency, and effectiveness of 
departmental programs.  To promote impact, OEI reports also present practical recommendations for 
improving program operations. 
 
Office of Investigations 
 
The Office of Investigations (OI) conducts criminal, civil, and administrative investigations of fraud and 
misconduct related to HHS programs, operations, and beneficiaries.  With investigators working in all 50 
States and the District of Columbia, OI utilizes its resources by actively coordinating with the Department 
of Justice and other Federal, State, and local law enforcement authorities.  The investigative efforts of OI 
often lead to criminal convictions, administrative sanctions, and/or civil monetary penalties. 
 
Office of Counsel to the Inspector General 
 
The Office of Counsel to the Inspector General (OCIG) provides general legal services to OIG, rendering 
advice and opinions on HHS programs and operations and providing all legal support for OIG’s internal 
operations.  OCIG represents OIG in all civil and administrative fraud and abuse cases involving HHS 
programs, including False Claims Act, program exclusion, and civil monetary penalty cases.  In 
connection with these cases, OCIG also negotiates and monitors corporate integrity agreements.  OCIG 
renders advisory opinions, issues compliance program guidance, publishes fraud alerts, and provides 
other guidance to the health care industry concerning the anti-kickback statute and other OIG enforcement 
authorities. 
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THIS REPORT IS AVAILABLE TO THE PUBLIC 
at http://oig.hhs.gov 

 
Section 8L of the Inspector General Act, 5 U.S.C. App., requires 
that OIG post its publicly available reports on the OIG Web site.  

 
OFFICE OF AUDIT SERVICES FINDINGS AND OPINIONS 

 
The designation of financial or management practices as 
questionable, a recommendation for the disallowance of costs 
incurred or claimed, and any other conclusions and 
recommendations in this report represent the findings and 
opinions of OAS.  Authorized officials of the HHS operating 
divisions will make final determination on these matters. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY   
 
BACKGROUND  
 
The National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) is 1 of 27 institutes and 
centers of the National Institutes of Health (NIH), an agency of the U.S. Department of Health 
and Human Services.  NINDS’s mission is to reduce the burden of neurological disease.  To 
support this mission, NINDS provides grants-in-aid to public and private institutions and 
individuals in fields related to its areas of interest, including research project, program project, 
and research center grants. 
 
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act), P.L. No. 111-5, 
provided $8.2 billion to NIH to stimulate the economy through the support and advancement of 
scientific research.  Of the $8.2 billion, NINDS was given approximately $400 million to support 
projects which advance neuroscience research and positively impact the neurological health of 
the country. 
 
Pursuant to 45 CFR § 74.27(a), the allowability of costs incurred by commercial organizations is 
determined in accordance with the provisions of the Federal Acquisition Regulation at 48 CFR 
part 31.  In addition, 45 CFR § 74.21 contains financial management system requirements for 
awards and subawards to grantees.  Policy requirements that serve as the terms and conditions of 
NIH grant awards are published in the National Institutes of Health Grants Policy Statement 
(Grants Policy Statement).   
 
Bio Signal Group Corp. (Bio Signal), a for-profit company in Brooklyn, New York, develops 
and sells proprietary technologies for monitoring brain activity.  On March 30, 2010, NINDS 
used Recovery Act funds to award Bio Signal a 3-year, Biomedical Research, Development, and 
Growth to Spur the Acceleration of New Technologies Pilot Program grant (NIH grant number 
1RC3NS070658-01)

 

 totaling $2,949,240.  The purpose of the grant was to develop and clinically 
test a miniaturized brain wave monitor for use by hospital emergency departments.  During the 
period April 1, 2010, through July 27, 2011, Bio Signal claimed $996,699 for salary, fringe 
benefits, equipment, travel, consultants, other direct costs, and facilities and administrative 
(F&A) costs. 

OBJECTIVE 
 
Our objective was to determine whether Bio Signal claimed costs in accordance with the terms 
of the grant and applicable Federal regulations.   
 
SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
 
Bio Signal did not always claim costs in accordance with the terms of the grant and applicable 
Federal regulations.  Of the $725,318 in costs that we reviewed, Bio Signal claimed $581,174 in 
allowable costs.  However, the remaining costs totaling $144,144 were not allowable.  
Specifically, Bio Signal claimed salary ($106,801) and related F&A costs ($14,396) that were 
unallowable because the costs did not reflect employee time and effort actually devoted to the 
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Recovery Act grant.  In addition, Bio Signal improperly allocated payroll taxes ($13,020) to the 
Recovery Act grant.  Bio Signal also claimed reimbursement of employee fringe benefit costs 
($9,927) that were not reasonable for the performance of the award and were therefore 
unallowable.  
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
We recommend that NIH require Bio Signal to: 
 

• refund $144,144 to the Federal Government,  
 

• ensure that costs charged to the Recovery Act grant reflect employees’ actual effort and 
related salary not estimates, and 
 

• establish procedures for obtaining from employees documentation supporting health 
insurance premium costs. 

 
BIO SIGNAL GROUP CORP., COMMENTS AND 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL RESPONSE 
 
In written comments on our draft report, Bio Signal stated that the disallowance of salary costs 
was unreasonable and provided additional documentation to support these costs.  Bio Signal also 
provided additional supporting documentation related to its fringe benefits costs.  Bio Signal did 
not indicate concurrence or nonconcurrence with our findings related to F&A costs or payroll 
taxes.  Finally, Bio Signal described improvements it had made to its financial administration 
policies and procedures since January 2011.   
 
After reviewing Bio Signal’s comments and additional documentation provided, we revised our 
findings and related recommendations accordingly.  Specifically, we adjusted our findings 
related to certain salary costs and related payroll taxes and fringe benefits.  Bio Signal’s 
comments appear as Appendix A.  We did not include the attachments to the comments because 
of their volume and inclusion of personally identifiable information. 
  
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH COMMENTS AND 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL RESPONSE 
 
In written comments on our draft report, NIH concurred with our recommendations.  NIH also 
made two technical comments on our draft report, which we addressed as appropriate.  NIH’s 
comments are included in their entirety as Appendix B.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke 
 
Within the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, the National Institutes of Health 
(NIH) is the steward of medical and behavioral research for the nation.  The National Institute of 
Neurological Disorders and Stroke (NINDS) is 1 of 27 NIH institutes and centers.  NINDS’s 
mission is to reduce the burden of neurological disease.  To support this mission, NINDS 
provides grants-in-aid to public and private institutions and individuals in fields related to its 
areas of interest, including research project, program project, and research center grants.   
 
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act 
 
The American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009 (Recovery Act), P.L. No. 111-5, 
provided $8.2 billion to NIH to stimulate the economy through the support and advancement of 
scientific research.  Of the $8.2 billion, NINDS was given approximately $400 million to support 
existing and pending peer-reviewed projects and trans-NIH programs that solicited innovative 
ideas and research projects.  NINDS used its funds to support outstanding projects that were 
consistent with the goals of the Recovery Act, and which will advance neuroscience research and 
positively impact the neurological health of the country.  
 
Recovery Act funds were used to award grants and cooperative agreements to research entities 
including nonprofit and for-profit organizations, universities, hospitals, research foundations, 
governments and their agencies, and occasionally individuals. 
 
Federal Requirements  
 
Pursuant to 45 CFR § 74.27(a), the allowability of costs incurred by commercial organizations is 
determined in accordance with the provisions of the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) at 48 
CFR part 31.  In addition, 45 CFR § 74.21 contains financial management system requirements 
for awards and subawards to grantees.  Policy requirements that serve as the terms and 
conditions of NIH grant awards are published in the National Institutes of Health Grants Policy 
Statement (Grants Policy Statement).   
 
Bio Signal Group Corp.   
 
Bio Signal Group Corp. (Bio Signal), a for-profit company in Brooklyn, New York, develops 
and sells proprietary technologies for monitoring brain activity.  On March 30, 2010, NINDS 
used Recovery Act funds to award Bio Signal a 3-year, Biomedical Research, Development, and 
Growth to Spur the Acceleration of New Technologies Pilot Program grant (NIH grant number 
1RC3NS070658-01)  totaling $2,949,240.  The purpose of the grant was to develop and 
clinically test a miniaturized brain wave monitor for use by hospital emergency departments.1

______________________________ 
1 The monitor, known as an electroencephalogram machine, measures electrical brain activity.   
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During the period April 1, 2010, through July 27, 2011, Bio Signal claimed $996,699 for salary, 
fringe benefits, equipment, travel, consultants, other direct costs, and facilities and administrative 
(F&A) costs.2

 
 

OBJECTIVE, SCOPE, AND METHODOLOGY 
 
Objective 
 
Our objective was to determine whether Bio Signal claimed costs in accordance with the terms 
of the grant and applicable Federal regulations.   
 
Scope 
 
We limited our review to costs claimed by Bio Signal during the period April 1, 2010, through 
July 27, 2011.  We reviewed $725,318 of the $996,699 (73 percent) claimed by Bio Signal 
during this period. 
 
We limited our assessment of Bio Signal’s internal controls to those that related to our objective.  
We conducted fieldwork at Bio Signal’s administrative offices in Brooklyn, New York from July 
through August 2011.  
 
Methodology 
 
To accomplish our objective, we:  
 

• reviewed relevant Federal requirements; 
 

• obtained Bio Signal’s grant application package and notice of grant award; 
 

• interviewed Bio Signal personnel to gain an understanding of Bio Signal’s accounting 
systems and internal controls; 
 

• reviewed Bio Signal’s fiscal procedures and cost allocation methodology;  
 

• analyzed selected costs for allowability; and 
 

• discussed our results with Bio Signal officials. 
 
We conducted this performance audit in accordance with generally accepted government 
auditing standards.  Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain 
______________________________ 
2 F&A costs are indirect costs that are incurred for common or joint objectives and therefore cannot be identified 
readily and specifically with a particular sponsored project, an instructional activity, or other institutional activity. 
Facilities operation and maintenance costs, depreciation, and administrative expenses are examples of costs that are 
usually treated as F&A costs.  According to the terms of the award, Bio Signal was limited to $232,046 in F&A 
costs over the 3-year award. 
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sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions 
based on our audit objectives.  We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis 
for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.  
 

FINDINGS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

Bio Signal did not always claim costs in accordance with the terms of the grant and applicable 
Federal regulations.  Of the $725,318 in costs that we reviewed, Bio Signal claimed $581,174 in 
allowable costs.  However, the remaining costs totaling $144,144 were not allowable.  
Specifically, Bio Signal claimed salary ($106,801) and related F&A costs ($14,396) that were 
unallowable because the costs did not reflect employee time and effort actually devoted to the 
Recovery Act grant.  In addition, Bio Signal improperly allocated payroll taxes ($13,020) to the 
Recovery Act grant.  Bio Signal also claimed reimbursement of employee fringe benefit costs 
($9,927) that were not reasonable for the performance of the award and were therefore 
unallowable.   
 
UNALLOWABLE COSTS 
 
Salary Costs   
 
Pursuant to section 31.201-2 of the FAR, to be allowable a cost must be reasonable for the 
performance of the award, allocable to the award, and must comply with the terms established by 
the awarding agency, among other requirements.  Pursuant to the Grants Policy Statement in 
effect at the time of the grant award (NIH Grants Policy Statement, 12/03), to be allowable under 
a Federal award, salary costs must be based on a payroll distribution system that conforms with 
industry standards to support salary and wage charges, reflects daily after-the-fact reporting of 
hours expended on individual projects or indirect activities, and records both hours worked and 
absent.  This information must also be certified by an Authorized Organizational Official no less 
frequently than every pay period. 
 
Bio Signal claimed salary costs of $106,801 that were unallowable because the costs did not 
reflect employee time and effort actually devoted to the Recovery Act grant.  Bio Signal 
implemented procedures requiring its 17 employees that charged time to the Recovery Act grant 
to record their time and effort on monthly timesheets.  However, four of the employees did not 
complete a timesheet for 1 or more months during our audit period.  For these employees, a Bio 
Signal official stated that he estimated the number of hours charged to the grant.  In addition, the 
same Bio Signal official stated that he increased the number of hours charged to the grant on four 
other employees’ monthly timesheets because he felt the timesheets did not accurately reflect the 
actual hours worked on the project.   
 
Bio Signal also claimed F&A costs totaling $14,396 that were directly related to the unallowable 
salary costs and were therefore unallowable.  Specifically, Bio Signal allocated F&A costs based 
on employee time and effort percentages.  We recalculated the F&A costs to be charged to the 
Recovery Act grant using actual salaries paid less the unallowable salary charges identified 
above. 
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Payroll Taxes 
 
Pursuant to section 31.201-4 of the FAR, “a cost is allocable if it is assignable or chargeable to 
one or more cost objectives on the basis of relative benefits received or other equitable 
relationship.”   
 
Bio Signal claimed unallowable payroll tax costs totaling $13,020.  To allocate payroll taxes to 
the Recovery Act grant, Bio Signal applied payroll tax rates to total salaries paid to its 17 
employees.3

 

  However, Bio Signal used estimated–not actual–salary amounts.  We recalculated 
the payroll taxes charged to the Recovery Act grant using actual salaries paid less the 
unallowable salary charges identified above. 

Fringe Benefits 
 
Pursuant to section 31.205-6(m) of the FAR, fringe benefits costs are allowable to the extent that 
they are reasonable and are required by law, employer-employee agreement, or established 
company policy.  Pursuant to 45 CFR § 74.21(b)(7), a recipient’s financial management system 
shall provide for accounting records, including cost accounting records, that are supported by 
source documentation.   
 
Bio Signal claimed unallowable fringe benefit costs totaling $9,927.  Bio Signal reimbursed 
employees for health insurance premium costs, but did not require employees to provide 
documentation to support these expenditures.  This occurred because Bio Signal did not have 
procedures requiring employees to provide documentation supporting reimbursement of fringe 
benefit costs. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
We recommend that NIH require Bio Signal to: 
 

• refund $144,144 to the Federal Government,   
 

• ensure that costs charged to the Recovery Act grant reflect employees’ actual effort and 
related salary not estimates, and 
 

• establish procedures for obtaining from employees documentation supporting health 
insurance premium costs. 
 

  

______________________________ 
3 As of July 27, 2011, Bio Signal calculated and allocated payroll taxes for 14 of the 17 employees that charged time 
to the Recovery Act grant. 
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BIO SIGNAL GROUP CORP., COMMENTS AND 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL RESPONSE 
 
In written comments on our draft report, Bio Signal stated that the disallowance of salary costs 
was unreasonable and provided additional documentation to support these costs.  Bio Signal also 
provided additional supporting documentation related to fringe benefits costs.  Bio Signal did not 
indicate concurrence or nonconcurrence with our findings related to F&A costs or payroll taxes.  
Finally, Bio Signal described improvements it had made to its financial administration policies 
and procedures since January 2011.   
 
After reviewing Bio Signal’s comments and additional documentation provided, we revised our 
findings and related recommendations accordingly.  Specifically, we adjusted our findings 
related to certain salary costs and related payroll taxes and fringe benefits.  Bio Signal’s 
comments appear as Appendix A.  We did not include the attachments to the comments because 
of their volume and inclusion of personally identifiable information. 
 
NATIONAL INSTITUTES OF HEALTH COMMENTS AND 
OFFICE OF INSPECTOR GENERAL RESPONSE 
 
In written comments on our revised draft report, NIH concurred with our recommendations.  
NIH also made two technical comments on our draft report, which we addressed as appropriate. 
NIH’s comments are included in their entirety as Appendix B. 
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